PRINCIPLE 3:
MAKE PEACE
WITH FOOD
It's time to accept all foods. While this may sound liberating, the idea of no food rules often elicits fears in most
people as well. This is the nature of diet cycling and restriction. We tend to cling to our food rules and the false
promises they offer. But take a moment and reflect with me. Think of a food that you've forbidden yourself from
eating or labeled as "bad". Now consider your relationship to that food. As soon as you told yourself it was off
limits, did you find yourself craving it more? Did you have your "last supper" in preparation for your latest diet? This
is often the case. In fact, forbidden foods tend to have a paradoxical rebound effect that actually triggers
overeating. As soon as you feel deprived of something, the more you want that item. Sometimes people even
notice this with more nutritious foods.
One of the first things you can do to begin making peace with food is
identify the foods you currently restrict. To help jog your memory, it's helpful
to categorize these foods by grains, fruits, sweets/desserts, processed foods,
and fats/fatty foods. Once the list is compiled, set specific times when they
will eat those foods and document their experiences.
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At times this process can be frustrating, because people realize that foods

lose some of their allure when they are always available to you and not off
limits. This transition allows you to see foods in a new light. Instead of looking
at them as "good" or "bad", you might ask yourself more questions. Is this
food satisfying? How does my body feel after I eat this food? Does this food
taste good to me? Do you feel connected to your taste buds and the flavors?

Principle Two Journal Prompts
Make a list of all of the foods you currently consider
off limits or "bad". Categorize them by types of
foods if this helps you think of them.

Have you engaged in "final supper" rituals in the
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past? Describe behaviors you've had in preparation
for a diet.
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What are some of the fears you have about giving
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up food rules and giving yourself permission to eat
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all foods?

Adapted from the book Intuitive Eating by Evelyn Tribole & Elyse Resch

